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The Grey PU Leather Ottowa Chair is a luxurious dining room chair with a very stylish design. The chair base is made from a combination of MDF and plywood and the legs are made from black powder coated metal. The high backed chair is...
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The Lily Dressing Table is a gorgeous item of furniture with retro 1920's design. The dressing table is crafted from mahogany wood with an ivory painted finish and brushed gold accent metal handles. There is a bold corrugated effect detailing on the door fronts...
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The Lily Gallery Mirror has a 1920's retro design and is unapologetically chic. The timeless mirror has an elegantly simplistic aesthetic and has been hand crafted from mahogany wood. The painted finish is in a neutral and clean ivory tone with the brushed gold...
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The Legacy black armchair is a dining chair with a difference. The modern looking chair features a curved back that extends around the sides to form arm rests. The clean lines created by the rungs of the chair back and the stunning tapered legs...
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With a sleek, smooth surface, this table is the ideal addition for your dining room. For minimalists and maximalists, accessorise to your taste. Pair with any of the legacy dining chair range to switch up your dining room for a contemporary, current style.
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Macclesfield
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